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A Blockchain-based Fog-oriented Lightweight
Framework for Smart Public Vehicular

Transportation Systems
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Abstract—Rapid urbanization is putting a strain on the trans-
port systems of cities worldwide. The effects of this trend include
prolonged traffic jams and increasing environmental pollution
from rising CO2 emissions. As city planning requires innovative
ways of dealing with the rapid urbanization trend, technological
solutions were proposed such as cloud computing, smart vehicles,
and Vehicular Ad hoc NETwork (VANET). In this paper, we take
advantage of next-generation network technologies to propose a
responsive and lightweight framework for smart transportation
system which employs blockchain for authentication using fog
computing’s improvement over cloud computing for distributed
applications to provide an efficient and secure transportation
system. We take into account the future technologies of 5G and
Beyond 5G (B5G) and argue that the integration of B5G technolo-
gies, federated learning, blockchain, and edge computing provides
the perfect platform necessary for a smart transportation system.
The evaluation of the proposed framework is done by comparing
it to the current cloud-based approach in iFogSim, a popular
simulation tool for fog computing research. The evaluation of
blockchain-based authentication was done using a customized
implementation of blockchain executed in an experimental setup.
The simulation results showed that the proposed framework
provides superior performance in terms of security, latency, and
energy consumption of the system.

Index Terms—Blockchain; Vehicular networks; Fog; Federated
Learning; Vehicular clouds; Beyond 5G Technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS the world population grows to 7.78 billion human
beings [1], urban populations continue to rise rapidly

and transportation in urban areas becomes more and more
challenging. The United Nations Population Fund reports that
more than half of the world’s population now live in cities
and towns [2]. The figure is expected to rise as more people
migrate to urban areas. This rapid urbanization has a great
impact on public transportation systems. Challenges such as
excessive traffic congestion, lack of parking spaces, longer
travel times and environmental pollution from CO2 emissions
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are attributed to urban transportation [3]. The BBC reported
that in 2017 UK drivers wasted an annual average of 31
hours in rush-hour traffic [4]. London was also reported as
having the second-worst traffics jam in Europe (after Moscow).
Transportation related issues costed the European Union (EU)
an estimated 4% of GDP in 2011 [5]. Traditional approaches
to solve road traffic challenges, such as expansion of roads and
construction of new lanes, are expensive and less desirable as
they are usually outpaced by the rate of urbanization. Rapid
urbanization demands innovative approaches to solve trans-
portation challenges in cities and towns. Three technological
developments; Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs), In-
telligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Fog Computing along
with cellular networks advancement in 5G and beyond - hold
promise to present an alternate approach to dealing with road
traffic challenges.

ITS have been proposed to improve urban transportation.
ITS systems integrate information and communication systems
with existing transportation infrastructure to provide sustain-
able and efficient transportation systems. Technologies used
in ITS systems include mobile technology, Internet of Things
(IoT), cloud computing, Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology and connected vehicles. A common example of
ITS can be found in Transport Network Companies (TNCs)
such as Uber and Lyft. TNCs use mobile technology and cloud
services to connect passengers and drivers for transportation
services. These services, however, do not consider all factors
impacting the optimum routes for trips. Ensuring the use of
the optimum route for each trip would ensure that trips are
more efficient, time-wise and economical. This can reduce
the contribution of TNCs to urban traffic jams. This model
has proven to be more efficient than traditional taxi. Another
study in [6] examined traffic congestion in major cities in the
United States to analyse the effect that Uber has had on traffic
congestion. The researchers concluded that the emergence of
Uber has significantly reduced traffic congestion.

In [7], researchers compared the efficiency of UberX drivers
to traditional taxi drivers in five cities in the United States –
Boston, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco and Seattle -
based on the capacity utilization rate. The research found that
Uber drivers were more efficient than traditional taxi drivers.
The researchers identified four factors that may account for
this; one of which is the driver-passenger matching technology
used by Uber. Although this study is done in only five
cities in one country, their results are consistent with other
studies done elsewhere. Also, TNCs have provided avenue for
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transportation in situations where traditional taxis have been
known to be scarce. One study [8] found that Uber has made
it easier to get transportation when it is raining.

Although they provide a good means of transportation, it
may be argued that the efficiency of TNCs can be further
improved. First, the use of cloud servers increases the delay
experienced by the users. As discussed earlier, relying on cloud
servers which are geographically remote from the user affects
the performance of low-latency applications. Also, the problem
of matching passengers to drivers requires location-awareness
which is not supported by cloud computing. TNCs use GPS
location information and Nearest Vehicle Dispatch algorithms
to determine location and match drivers and passengers, but
GPS has challenges of availability and accuracy especially
in urban areas [9]. Also, Nearest Vehicle Dispatch does not
consider how fast it will take a driver to arrive at a given
location in real time. A driver may be closer to a passenger
but will take longer to reach the passenger’s location due to
traffic or other conditions on the road.

TNCs use mobile-cloud architectures to provide transporta-
tion services to passengers. A passenger makes a request using
a mobile or web application. Based on the location of the
incoming request, near-by drivers are prompted and asked
to accept the request. The passenger is alerted when his/her
request is accepted and the driver moves to the location of the
passenger for the trip to begin. The system relies on cloud-
based applications to process requests and match passengers
to drivers. Also, in selecting a route from one point to another,
the system relies on the phone’s GPS technology to get the
coordinates. The route for a trip is chosen from available routes
by the driver based on the system’s map; there is often no up-
to-date information on the road condition such as traffic jams,
weather, etc. The shortest route may take the longest time due
to the road condition at the time of the trip, including change to
the conditions that can happen after the trip begins. Challenges
associated with cloud computing such as high-latency and
security issues affect the overall system performance. Also,
relying solely on GPS for location information/identification
presents numerous challenges including unavailability and
inaccuracy especially in urban areas with high-rise buildings
[9].

Although Cloud Computing has played an important role
in the development of ITS and particularly in the opera-
tions of TNCs, the remote location of cloud servers poses a
challenge for applications that require location-awareness and
low-latency. Fog computing is a new distributed computing
paradigm that extends processing, communication and storage
resources to the edge of the network. It has been proposed
as a solution to the inability of traditional cloud computing
to support delay-sensitive and location-aware applications.
Fog computing sits and serves as a bridge between cloud
data centres and end devices to make cloud services and
resources available at the edge of the network (closer to
end devices) using fog nodes. Fog nodes may be gateways,
routers or dedicated devices. Fog computing presents itself
with advantages including low-latency access to computation
resources, reduction in network traffic/ pressure on traditional
cloud and scalability.

5G technologies offer Device to Device (D2D) and Machine
to Machine (M2M) communication paradigm, which mostly
means industry 4.0 and the Internet of Things [10]. Beyond
5G (B5G) or 6G networks will cater the challenges that
arises from 5G networks. It follows the 5G vision, but, in
an evolutionary manner. B5G presents a modified view of
transmission network in terms of computing networks capable
of making decisions by using Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Machine Learning (ML) [11]. The future networks specifically
focus on solving digital challenges of both rural and urban
worlds, which supposed to be handled by the 5G networks.
B5G offers an evolution of 5G technologies with conceptual
and technological integration of new technologies that are
advantageous for a smart transport system in a number of
ways. For example, 5G and B5G visions and research present a
more connected, efficient and technological advanced network
presence. A smart transportation system would be much fea-
sible in such conditions [12]. Many of the use cases proposed
for B5G including detailed discussion about the suitability of
B5G for traffic prediction, safety, and security such as vehi-
cle to everything communication (V2X), intelligent transport
system [12, 13, 14].

A global view of present traffic and road conditions along
with predicted situations is what an ideal smart transport
system would need. However, developing such a model is
a very challenging and complex task. For such predictive
models, conventional machine learning is not suitable as it
would be very difficult if not impossible to provide such a
large training data. Federated Learning (FL) [15] on the other
hand allows training global models by training the algorithm
on local data sets and later exchanging the meta parameters
without sharing the actual dataset. B5G offers better user
experience and allows more connected vehicles with better
sensory and traffic related data sharing. This combined with
FL would allow a better and globally aware prediction model.
The work of [16] discusses the application and efficacy of
FL and Deep Learning (DL) in B5G networks. Similarly, [17]
provides a discussion about the use of FL in many B5G use
cases including intelligent transportation system. In addition,
the use of blockchain technology can help supporting the
development of efficient and secured 5G-enabled applications
that rely on FL. The characteristics of blockchain such as
unforgeability, privacy, distributed nature, evidence traceabil-
ity, and transparency make blockchain an excellent solution
to various security problems of FL such as, decentralize
authentication. Moreover, a number of studies have advocated
the use of blockchain for FL to decentralize the machine
learning process. The combination of 5G, blockchain and FL
offer new business models and diverse vertical applications.
These emerging technologies have several desirable advan-
tages for today’s needs in terms of security and privacy of data,
high quality-of-service, and seamless network connectivity
[18, 19, 20, 21].

The main purpose of this work is to present a conceptual
model of a future smart transportation system that is ubiqui-
tous, transparent, secure, reliable, efficient and easily scalable.
We take into account the future technologies offered by 5G
and B5G and argue that integration of B5G technologies, FL,
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blockchain, edge computing, artificial intelligence and Internet
of Things (IoT) provide the perfect platform necessary for a
smart transportation system.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present an integrated Smart Vehicular Transportation

System. The system has three layers including a cloud
layer for business intelligence analytics and hand-over
features for handing over users and rides among fog
devices.

• The propose system is a responsive and lightweight
framework for TNC systems that is based on the use of
fog nodes to process and match user ride requests. Fog
devices receive requests directly from users and match
them locally to drivers within the same region. This
provides for better responsiveness in comparison to a
solely cloud-based system.

• We propose a blockchain-based decentralized mechanism
to authenticate fog nodes and smart vehicles in order to
allow only legitimate entities to communicate with the
proposed framework.

• We compare the performance of the user request process-
ing component of the system in a fog-based approach to a
cloud-based implementation. The proposed Fog-oriented
implementation achieves better performance compared to
the cloud based approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents the related work; Section III introduces the research
problem being discussed in this paper; Section III-B gives an
overview of the proposed smart transportation system; Sec-
tion IV describes the proposed framework in formal detailed
model; Section V describes the simulation setup, whereas
Section VI presents the results and critical discussion, and
finally Section VII concludes the paper and discusses some
direction for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, four categories of the literature related to the
proposed work are discussed to place the paper in a context
within the intended research community.

A. Public Vehicle Systems

Ma et al [22] developed a taxi-sharing system that schedules
taxis to pick up passengers based on time, availability of space
in the car and monetary considerations. Although this system
produced better results compared to other systems, it is a
cloud-based centralised system and thus would suffer from
the drawbacks of cloud-based transport systems that causes
high delay in comparison to distributed models. Another
disadvantage is that the system is not traffic-aware. This leads
to low efficiency in road use and added congestion. In addition,
the proposed system does not takes security into consideration.

In [23] the authors developed a distributed public vehicle
scheduling system. Their system is based on a three-layer
vehicular network architecture; sensors, fog layer, and cloud
layer. Sensors send the collected data about the vehicle to
the fog layer for processing, while the cloud layer is where
client requests and received and forwarded to the fog layer as

well. The system presents the Public Vehicle Path problem, a
member of the Dial-a-Ride Problem [24]. The Public Vehicle
Path problem attempts to match requests with vehicles at
minimal cost to both the service provider and the rider. Public
Vehicles receive and fulfil ride requests. The proposed system
has a reduced delay, in comparison to [22]. However, due to
its lack of traffic awareness, its performance is not comparable
to our proposed system that is built around consistent traffic
awareness. In addition, [23] proposed system does not employ
encryption, which makes it susceptible to eavesdropping and
modification attacks.

B. Fog Computing in ITS

According to [25], ITS was proposed with the aim of using
data available from the transportation system to improve the
systems and ensure the safety of users and as an efficient way
to manage security in transportation. The proposed ITS suf-
fered from high delay in comparison to our proposed system.
Mainly because of it’s full reliance on a centralized cloud
system.In addition, it did not focus on security at all. This
meant that there were no proper authentication mechanisms,
and no encryption.

The authors in [26] proposed an architecture for using fog
computing for Big Data Analytics in an ITS. Their design
consists of a three-dimensional architecture: intelligent com-
puting dimension, real-time big data analytics dimension and
the Internet of Vehicles dimension. The computing dimension
of the architecture has 4 layers consisting of 3 fog layers
and a cloud layer. The first fog layer consists of end devices
which have some computing power and are capable of some
data processing. The second fog layer, named the intermediate
fog, consists of fog nodes at the edge of the network; in
routers, roadside units, base stations etc. The intermediate
layer was designed to handle more complex data analysis and
management of the first fog layer. The last fog layer consists
of small data centres for Intelligent Transport management.
The purpose of this layer is to facilitate more complex pro-
cessing. The cloud layer is responsible for complex AI and
Big Data processing with minimum impact on the complex
processing required for the analysis of large volumes of data
with real-time or near-real-time results. Although this system
was successful in achieving reduced delay, in comparison to
[25], it missed out on many other important features our
proposed system presented. First, it lacked authentication and
encryption. Second, it did not present any traffic-awareness,
which means that road usage efficiency would be low.

In another work [27], a mechanism for managing traffic
congestion in Intelligent Transportation Systems using fog
computing was developed. The proposed Fast Offset Xpath
(FOX) is a route management system which uses fog nodes
attached to Roadside Units to manage congestion in a desig-
nated region. Vehicles in the region of a fog node (roadside
unit) send information on their speed, position, route etc to
the fog node. The fog uses this information to determine
the traffic situation in the region under its control. The fog
then re-routes vehicles in the region to control congestion.
Information is shared among fog nodes within a certain area
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to provide a general view of congestion in the area. They
tested their system via simulations in OMNett++. The results
showed reduction in fuel consumption, travel time and CO2
emissions. Although the proposed system adopted a fog-based
distributed architecture, and was traffic-aware, it failed in
providing any type of security. The proposed architecture
did not include any authentication, encryption, or integrity-
preservation mechanisms. This makes it a target for many
different attacks such as eavesdropping, modification attacks,
man-in-the-middle, and injection attacks.

In [28], a crowd-sensing fog-based system for monitoring
the condition of road surfaces is presented. The system consists
of 4 components; vehicular sensors for detecting potholes
and other events, roadside units which are also fog nodes,
cloud servers and a control centre-a trusted server for security
services. The system uses a an efficient certificateless sign-
cryption method to guarantee privacy and ensure data integrity
and confidentiality. The system proposed in this work is like
the 3-layer architecture in other proposed fog systems except
for the control centre which is included for security.

The concept of Vehicular Fog Computing (VFC) was first
introduced in [29]. Unlike Fog Vehicular Computing in which
only parked vehicles may become fog nodes, in VFC both
moving and parked vehicles may provide compute, storage
and networking services. Xiao and Zhu [30] suggested an
improvement of the proposed system. To avoid network delays,
they proposed using vehicular fog nodes as a wireless access
point to reduce the number of hops data travel. A further
improvement on VFC was proposed by Huang et al. [31]. They
present a three-layer architecture for VFC comprising a cloud
layer, fog layer and a data generation layer. In their proposed
architecture lower layers pre-process data before transmitting
to upper layers. The work in [32] investigates the TCP
throughput performance of VFC - comparing three routing
protocols AODV, DSR and AOMDV. Proposed applications
of VFC include traffic control, road condition monitoring and
commercial advertisement.

Liu et al. [33] propose a secure intelligent traffic light
control system using fog computing. In their system a fog
node is attached to each traffic signal light. Vehicles in a region
broadcast information to announce their presence. Fog nodes
use the information of the vehicles to determine the traffic load
in the region and programme traffic signal lights accordingly.
The design assumes that vehicles have enough storage and
computation resources to solve a CDH puzzle which is used
to ensure the integrity of the system. The goal of their design
is to prevent malicious vehicles from providing fake location
information to traffic lights/fog nodes and thereby get the
traffic light to be programmed to their advantage.

To improve data forwarding in vehicle-to-vehicle commu-
nication in VANETs, especially in communication coverage
holes (areas where communication is difficult or impossible
because there are no roadside units and/or there is low density
of connected vehicle), a Software Defined Network (SDN) and
fog-based intersection routing scheme was proposed in [34].
Intersection-based routing schemes compute the best route
to a destination at each intersection along the way till the
destination. The challenge with an intersection-based approach

to vehicular routing is that there is no global view of the
system, and the best route suggested at a given intersection
may have challenges which are not captured by the system.

Ning et al., tested a use-case of VFC – a city-wide traffic
control system [35]. In their implementation, fog nodes are
deployed to cover local areas of a city. The fog layer receives
data from smart vehicles such as travel speed, location and
weather conditions. Using the information received from ve-
hicles in the region, fog nodes review and update the timing
of traffic signal lights to reflect the traffic load on various
roads. Also, each fog node sends aggregated data of its region
to the cloud layer where a global view of the traffic in the
city is created and general control policies are made. In a
similar application of VFC, the authors in [36] designed a
Vehicular Fog-oriented traffic and road safety management
system. However, in this proposed system, the cloud layer
is a server responsible for traffic management which made
it reasonably efficient in handling real-time traffic.

Table I below summarizes the challenges in conventional
ITS vs fog-based ITS.

C. 5G and Blockchain

The emerging 5G technology provides new standards in
telecommunication and overcomes the challenges of traditional
mobile networks by providing seamless network connectivity.
It supports new business models and diverse vertical applica-
tions with high quality-of-service, increased network capacity
and enhanced throughput [19, 37, 38]. However, 5G systems
has special communication and security requirements includ-
ing decentralization, transparency, secure communication, and
evidence traceability. The use of blockchain technology can
help support the development of efficient and secured 5G-
enabled applications. Blockchain has been suggested by many
researchers to address several communication and security
related issues in 5G such as crowdsourcing system for 5G-
enabled smart cities [18, 19, 39, 40].

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology that relies on
peer-to-peer networks to maintain a permanent, tamper-proof,
and traceable transactional data. Every blockchain node keeps
and maintain a copy of a blockchain ledger. This ledger is
regularly updated on the validation of new transactions [41].
Initially, the blockchain was proposed as a cryptocurrency
technology by Satoshi Nakamoto called Bitcoin. Later, it was
thought to be quite suitable for the cybersecurity ecosystem
due to its characteristics, such as immutable data storage and
decentralized nature. A hash is used to establish a chain of
blocks that constitute the ledger, where the length of the chain
plays an important role in resistant to data modification. The
longer the chain, the more resilient it is. This is due to the
fact that if an adversary changes a transaction in a block, the
change will be easily detectable because all the subsequent
blocks are linked through hashes.

Although there is a wide range of applications for
blockchain technology, we will focus on the use of blockchain
in authentication and access control. In 2018, Hammi et. al.
presented in [42] a blockchain-based authentication mecha-
nism to provide decentralized authentication to IoT devices.
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TABLE I
CHALLENGES IN INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

Technology Challenges
Intelligent Transport Systems

• Dependence on cloud technologies makes it highly susceptible to delays caused by remote locations
of the cloud.

• Full reliance on GPS due to lack of cloud location awareness. This can be very challenging in
areas with many high-rise buildings or urban areas which can result in high inaccuracies.

• Security challenges caused by the use of cloud computing.
• Employing Nearest Vehicle Dispatch algorithms to connect drivers to ride-hailers. These algorithms

rely on the shortest path and ignore the road conditions.
• Contributing immensely to traffic jams due to latencies caused by the cloud implementation, reliance

solely on GPS, and lack of current traffic awareness in decision making.

Fog-based ITS
• Full reliance on GPS for location awareness. This can be very challenging in areas with many

high-rise buildings or urban areas which can result in high inaccuracies.
• Lack of global view of the system. Hence, best route choice could be inaccurate.
• Authentication challenges due to the distributed nature of the fog in comparison to the centralization

requirement of authentication.

The proposed system, titled Bubbles of Trust, was imple-
mented and proven to be efficient and low cost. However,
the inter-communication between different systems is not
supported, which makes the proposed approach inapplicable
to many distributed IoT applications scenarios.

Lau et. al. proposed, in 2018 as well, a protocol named
Authenticated Devices Configuration Protocol (ADCP)[43].
The proposed protocol is based on blockchain technology
to provide digital identification and authentication for IoT
devices. Although the implementation seems to work without
issues. Further investigation is required to assure that the
proposed protocol is hack-proof.

Another blockchain-based authentication mechanism for
IoT devices was proposed by Li et. al. in [44]. The proposed
system assigns a unique identifier for each individual device
and records it in the blockchain. This way, devices can identify
and authenticate each other without a central authority. The
proposed system also included a data protection mechanism
by hashing significant data (such as the IoT firmware) into the
blockchain where any state changes of the data can be detected
immediately. Tuli et. al. in [45] introduce FogBus - a service
provision tuning facility with a guaranteed integrity through
blockchain, however, the use of blockchain in FogBus resulted
in high latency (more time) when processing the incoming
requests. Being a fog-based system made it perform better
in terms of delay reduction. However, the proposed system
lacked traffic-awareness which caused its overall efficiency
to degrade. Although the system employed authentication
mechanism, it lacked any kind of encryption. This makes it
highly vulnerable to many attacks.

Non-blockchain-based authentication systems rely mostly
on centralization. This centralization has a huge impact on
the performance of smart transportation solutions that are
being developed. Moreover, the need for delay-sensitive au-
thentication mechanisms has become even more imperative
for systems where smart vehicles are often mobile and oper-
ate in multiple regions. Thus, our proposed system employs
blockchain technology and fog computing offer good grounds

to build and manage distributed and decentralized trust and
security solutions for time-sensitive fog-enabled systems.

D. B5G and Federated Learning

Beyond 5G (B5G) technologies have been the subject of
many studies as early as the standardization of 5G. The
main motivation behind that early movement is the realization
of the research community of the challenges faced in 5G.
These challenges can be summarized in the following points
mentioned in [46]:
• Key performance challenges: Throughput, latency, energy

efficiency, service creation time, battery lifetime, cover-
age, and total cost of ownership challenges.

• System-level challenges: privacy-by-design, quality-of-
service, simplicity, density, multi-tenancy, diversity, har-
nessing, harvesting, mobility, location and information-
context, open environment, manageability, hardening, re-
source management, flexibility, identity, flexible pricing,
and evolution challenges.

With the highest 5G bitrate currently available being 415
Mbps [47], one of the main focus points of B5G is achieving
Tbps bitrates [48]. This high-speed requires further research
work on realizable massive-Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO)
antennas and equipment, as well as utilizing unused sub-
terahertz frequency bands. Although current developments in
5G are trying to address this point, it remains an important
research focus for the future.

B5G is aimed to focus at much higher carrier frequencies
to try to achieve the intended throughput. Research has shown
that Tbps communications will require extremely wide band-
widths that can be realized at carrier frequencies of 300GHz
or higher [48]. This requires interdisciplinary research collab-
oration within the areas of semiconductors, efficient commu-
nication technologies of unprecedented efficiencies reaching
1pJ/bit, and agile antenna arrays with tens to hundreds of
elements.

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning will also play
important roles in the next-generation network. First, AI and
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ML techniques have been proposed to manage future networks
to ensure Quality of Service requirements of sensitive applica-
tions are met. Secondly, the technologies which are expected
to drive beyond 5G communications, such edge/fog computing
and virtualized network functions will drive new AI and ML
applications which are not possible today. FL is an area of Ma-
chine Learning which can benefit most from the low-latency
connections and distributed edge-based computing resources
of beyond 5G networks. FL is a machine learning setting
where the goal is to train a high-quality centralized machine-
learning model while training data remains distributed over a
large number of clients. The concept of FL was first introduced
by Google in 2016 [49].

One direction of research in FL that received high attention
was on-device FL where distributed mobile user interactions
are involved and communication cost in massive distribution,
unbalanced data distribution and device reliability are some
of the major factors for optimization. To achieve this, data is
partitioned by user Ids or device Ids, therefore, horizontally
in the data space. In [50], Yang et al. extend the concept
of FL from covering collaborative learning scenarios among
organizations to a general concept for all privacy-preserving
decentralized collaborative machine learning techniques.

In 2020, Du et al. published a thorough review of FL
for Vehicular IoT and ITS [51]. The paper starts with a
brief introduction to the topic of FL, and moves to discuss
the technical challenges of applying FL in Vehicular IoT. In
addition to [51], other research papers discussed the use of FL
in Vehicular IoT and ITS. A short summary of these papers
was shown in Table II.

E. Comparison of Different Systems

In Table III, a feature comparison is shown to summarize
the differences between previously proposed system and our
proposed system.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYSTEM MODEL

A. Problem Definition

In the TNC case of dial-a-ride, a passenger makes a request
for a ride to a cloud server, the request usually has the
passenger’s location, the pick-up location, destination of the
trip and the expected departure time. The server processes the
request by sending the closest available driver. Determining
the closest driver from a remotely located server in the cloud
is problematic. For instance, a very popular approach is to use
the Haversine Formula with longitude and latitude coordinates
obtained from GPS readings. Although the Haversine Formula
presents a mathematically accurate way of measuring the
shortest distance between points on a sphere, using it to
measure distance between two locations on the earth presents
practical problems if this is done with no location-awareness.
For example, two points which are on the opposite sides of
a hill would be close, even though one may have to navigate
around the hill from one to reach the other. Figure 1 shows
the mobile-cloud architecture. Additionally, the idea behind
the fog-based framework is to allow a variety of things to
communicate and cooperate with each other in order to offer a

wide range of services related to public transportation. Thus,
a large number of vehicles and fog nodes are expected to
participate and produce important data that can be shared
between vehicles and fog nodes. However, it is extremely
important that only legitimate things should make use of the
system. Otherwise, it will be vulnerable to various types of
security attacks, such as data and identity theft, data alteration.

The goal of this project was to develop a framework
for a smart public transportation system which will provide
localised matching of passengers to drivers/available vehicles
and provide real-time recommendations to drivers on the best
route to their destination in a secure manner.

Use of fog nodes for localized matching raises the challenge
of efficiently authenticating the entities which is addressed by
means of a blockchain based authentication mechanism. We
will first elaborate the distributed authentication challenge and
later explain how a blockchain can solve this.

A client needs to be authenticated to use the localized
matching service on a fog node. The authentication options can
be (a) Authentication via the cloud database (b) Authentication
via the fog node. Let us discuss the option a first, when
a user is successfully authenticated by the cloud database,
the next step is to convey this information to the fog node
from which the user would get the matching service. This
update includes the identity of the user and the time period
for which the authentication is valid. Lastly, the user will
present his/her identity to the concerned fog node and will
be finally authenticated. Another way to do the same is to
provide the user with a presentable proof of authentication and
update the related fog node about this authentication and the
proof. The user can then present this proof to the concerned
fog node to be considered as an authenticated user. There are
many schemes such as two factors authentication that can be
used for this purpose. However, such a scheme would at least
consist of three steps to be completed by three different actors.
(1) By the user, to acquire a proof of authentication from
cloud database (2) By the cloud node, to update the fog node
(3) By the fog node, to verify the authentication proof when
presented. Other than this cost, there are other factors that add
to the complexity of this scheme such as knowing the location
the fog node by both, the cloud database and the user for
updating the respective fog node and presenting authentication
proof/identity respectively. For moving user/vehicle would it
be sufficient to update one fog node or update multiple or
all fog nodes. Similarly, questions like for how long the
authentication proof will remain valid? what if a user needs
to re-authenticate in the same region after a short period
of time? need to be answered. We can safely conclude that
authentication via cloud database would be a three step process
and requires related challenges to be solved.

Now, lets discuss the option b i.e. authentication via fog
node. For a fog node to be able to authenticate a user, it
would require an updated copy of the cloud database. The
authentication process would be very efficient however each
update in the cloud database would requires updating of all
fog nodes. Other than cost of maintaining database at fog
nodes, database synchronization, backup, node failure etc.
would pose much serious issues, also some fog nodes may
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TABLE II
RECENT STUDIES ON FEDERATED LEARNING AND VEHICULAR IOT[51]

Paper Summary
[52] An asynchronous FL scheme with a hybrid blockchain for IoV
[53] A FL-based estimation of network status for URLLC
[54] A FL-based image classification in vehicular IoT
[55] A discussion on possible applications of FL for UAVs
[56] An asynchronous federated learning scheme for resource sharing in vehicular IoT

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS SYSTEM TO THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

Work Integrated Technologies Security Delay Distributed Traffic-Aware Power Saving
IoT Cloud Fog Blockchain Confidentiality Integrity Authentication High Medium Low

Cloud-based ITS [25]
Fog-based ITS [26]
Ma et al.[22]
Lai et al.[23]
Brennand et al.[27]
Tuli et. al. [45]
Proposed Work

not have resources to maintain the database.
Having considered the trivial options, we now consider the

use of blockchain to authenticate clients via fog nodes. We
propose a blockchain that resides on each main fog node
along with an authentication process that allows users to be
authenticated by means of this blockchain in a secure way.
The main features of the proposed blockchain are as under,
Section IV provides details of the proposed blockchain, al-
gorithms for blockchain updating/construction, authentication
and discussion about consensus mechanism.

Lightweight: For each user the blockchain stores a hash of
the user’s data along with user’s public key (in our implemen-
tation both are 256 bits long, the size of such a blockchain for
1 million user’s hashes and keys would be only 61.03 mega
bytes)

Efficient: Each block of the blockchain consists of a hash ta-
ble to store user’s public key and a hash value. The registration
process provides users the block number which contains their
public key and hash value. At the time of authentication user
provides its public key and the block number. Authentication is
performed by retrieving the block using block id, hash table
of the retrieved block is searched against given public key.
Cost of these operations is O(1), as the said operations are
not dependant upon length of the proposed blockchain, the
cost of authentication is not affected by the number of users
in the system.

Secure: As no actual data is stored on the blockchain
and only hashes and primary keys are stored, the privacy
and security of the user is not at risk at any time. The
authentication request generated by a registered user is signed
with user’s private key which makes it unfeasible to modify
this request on its way to the fog node. To avoid replay attacks,
the request message contains a nonce which is validated during
the authentication process.

The framework will take advantage of fog computing and
blockchain technology to overcome the location-awareness

Fig. 1. Mobile-cloud architecture used by Transport Network Companies

challenges of cloud and improve latency and security.

B. System Model

Figure 2 presents the framework of the proposed Fog-
oriented Smart Transportation System. The system has a three-
layer architecture. The system takes advantage of technologies
for Beyond 5G networks such as FL, Blockchain and edge
analytics. The first layer consists of cloud servers. The second
part is the fog layer. The last part has the end devices
and sensors which use and provide data for the system. It
consists of several fog nodes distributed across a region (e.g.
a city), and each connected to a central server in the cloud.
Each fog node is allocated a pre-defined region and is aware
of/connected to at least one other fog node – its neighbour
and to the cloud. An area may also have smaller fog nodes
which connect to the main fog node in the region providing
networking and some computing resources for the main fog
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed system

node and the devices connecting to it. The smaller fog nodes
may be roadside units at remote locations or vehicles with
storage and computing capabilities. Fog nodes also act as
federated nodes. Each Road Side Unit uses data from vehicles
within their region to train local models to be forwarded to the
aggregator agent which may be in the cloud or at the fog layer.
The aggregator aggregates the local models from federated
nodes to create a global model. FL within this system can be
applied to several use cases including traffic management and
public safety.

The proposed system also provides a blockchain-based
authentication mechanism which is secure and efficient. The
scheme is based on public key cryptography, cryptographic
hash function and blockchain. The proposed mechanism has
the following components:

1) Blockchain
2) Consensus Node, Data Node
3) Authentication Module
4) Registration Module

Figure 4 provides details of system components and their inter-
action while Figure 5 provides the technical description of the
authentication and registration process. Details of components
and their functionality is presented in Section IV.

C. Cloud Layer

The cloud has vast computation, storage and networking
resources. It is the central point of the system and maintains
the resources required for the entire system to run effectively.
The cloud will consist of the following components:
• Database

The database of all the users of the system and their
account information. Passengers, drivers, vehicles and
payment information, as well as the fog nodes and their
regions of control are stored in databases in the cloud.

Fig. 3. Federated Learning Framework for Fog-based NGN Intelligent
Transportation System

The database is accessed by users when they create
accounts on the system. Fog nodes interact with the
database to verify users and make copies of the user’s
record for a limited period.

• Blockchain Consensus Node
Termed here as Nodecon, is responsible for receiving new
data from cloud database, updating blockchain, generat-
ing new blocks and distribute updates and blocks to other
nodes in the blockchain.

• Fog Nodes Monitor
The fog monitor actively maintains connection with fog
nodes to ensure they are active. The fog monitor will
also ensure that fog nodes are not overloaded. The fog
node may also have re-demarcate regions allocated to fog
nodes to deal with overloads.

• Data Analytics/ Business Intelligence Module
The cloud layer maintains global models for various
aspects of the transportation system, using local models
from fog nodes which are used as federated nodes in
distributed machine learning models. Figure 3 shows
a generic FL training framework for the system. The
models may be useful for several sectors including traffic
management, law enforcement and public safety.

D. Fog Layer
The fog layer consists of nodes with some processing,

storage and networking resources. Fogs are organized into pre-
defined regions of control. Each region has one main fog node,
called the Main Fog, which receives and processes requests
from passengers. Fog nodes may be distributed cloud resources
available at the Radio Access Network (RAN), in Roadside
Units (RSU) or vehicles with computing resources. Cloud-
RAN have already been deployed by some telco operators
[57]. Network softwarization and virtualization technologies
including Software-Defined Networking and Network Func-
tion Virtualization used by Next-Generation Network tech-
nologies will ensure that context aware, low-latency applica-
tions run on fog nodes are reliable. Other fogs nodes within
the region may carry out some computation for the main fog
at the RAN but do not receive and process ride requests. The
fog layer consists of five components as explained below:
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• Database Cache
Each main fog maintains records from the cloud central
database. The cache database is updated as new ride
requests are made and as vehicles enter the region under
the control of the fog. When a user makes a ride request
within a region the request is sent to the main fog, the
main fog node authenticates the user via the blockchain,
and requests the user’s record from the cloud. The user’s
record is kept in the fog’s database cache for a limited
time period within which any requests from the user will
be handled directly by the fog without contacting the
cloud. The same process is followed for vehicles that
enter a region.

• Blockchain / Blockchain Data Node
Along with database cache model, we also experimented
a blockchain based authentication mechanism for the
same purpose, the two models have their own features
which fulfills different requirements of such system. The
main fog node in each region also acts as a Blockchain
Data Node termed as Nodedata. The node is responsible
for authenticating the clients in its region. It maintains
user’s credential as a hash of their data along with user’s
public key and receives updates and new blocks from the
Nodecon

• Region Map
The main fog node maintains a map of the region under
its control. The map is used to monitor the traffic load
on the roads in the region. The fog node also maintains
a map of at least one other neighbour fog. Data from
vehicles, traffic signal lights and cameras within the
region is used to train the local model in the FL model
(Figure 3).

• Routes Analysis
The route analysis module aggregates data from vehicles
and sensors to estimate the cost of travelling along the
roads in the region. Route analysis may be part of other
fog nodes within the region. The main fog uses the data
to provide recommendations for drivers as they travel to
a destination.

• Request Processor
The Request Processor is a module responsible for ac-
cepting and processing ride request from passengers. The
module matches passengers to the vehicles closest to
them based on records in the database at the time of the
request. The module may forward requests to neighbour
fogs if the request cannot be serviced by a vehicle in the
region.

• Neighbour List
Each fog node maintains record of its immediate neigh-
bours. The information kept may include the location of
the neighbour fog, the region it controls and the routes to
reach the region. This information is used to forward ride
requests and to handover vehicles which are completing
a request. A vehicle servicing a request across regions is
handed over to the next fog as it moves from one region
to another.

• Fog Controller
The Fog Controller monitors and assigns tasks to other

fog devices within a region controlled by the Main Fog.
Roadside Units and Vehicles with computing, storage and
network resources within the region are assigned tasks to
assist the Main Fog in processing data. Tasks include
computing the cost of travel on a road or checking the
traffic jam in an area of the region.

E. End devices and sensors

There are three categories of end devices:
• Mobile devices

Passengers and drivers will interact with the system
using mobile devices. The mobile application shall send
requests to the fog node closest to it. Users can access
the application anytime, anywhere through RAN.

• Smart Vehicles
Smart vehicles will send sensed data to fog nodes to help
determine the traffic load on the road on which the vehicle
is travelling. Smart Vehicles are identified and recorded
in the database.

• Roadside sensors
Sensors along the roads send data such as number of
vehicles on the road, average speed of vehicles, weather
conditions etc. to fog nodes. Sensors send data regularly
to fog nodes. The data is used as input for an algorithm
to create a general view of the traffic situation in an area
controlled by a fog node.

Fig. 4. IoTM Framework with Blockchain based authentication. Main com-
ponents are (a) Cloud layer: Consists of Blockchain consensus and database
nodes, responsible for maintaining user data and hashes for authentication (b)
Fog Layer: Consists of fog devices, each region has one main fog node that
also acts as Blockchain node (c) Device Layer: Consists of user application
residing in smart phones/cars etc. performs registration and authentication
using specific modules, there are however other modules as well.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This section presents a detailed view of the system, includ-
ing algorithms and some data structures used.
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A. Users

Each main fog node maintains a record of recurrent users,
U = {u1, u2, . . . un}. Users are removed from the list after
they have left the fog’s region or after they have been inactive
for a predefined time period, Te. A user is added to U when
they send a ride request to the fog node. The fog node
requests the user’s record from the cloud database. A request,
Ri(idi, to, lo, ld) is received from user, ui. Where idi is the
user id of the user, to is the pickup time, lo is the pickup
location for the request and ld is the destination for the request.

B. Blockchain

The proposed system uses a custom Blockchain (BC), which
stores user related data for authentication. Each block consists
of a hash table that contains (a) public key of a user (b) a
hash value. The hash is calculated over user data and public
key, and is then signed with user’s private key. The size of the
hash table has a fixed upper limit Sizelimit, each block has a
unique identity IDblock, a hash pointer to the previous block
and a unique sequence number Nseq . The proposed blockchain
has following main components.

1) Registration Module: The registration module is part of
the user application and is used to register a user, vehicle
or fog node in the system. The module generates a pair of
public and private keys (keypu, keypr) for each new entity.
The keys are generated once and later used for registration
and authentication. Each new user/vehicle/fog node at the time
of registration provides three items (a) user related data such
as identity information, email etc., (b) signature sig i.e., data
hash and public key, signed with user’s private key (c) public
key of the user. We used Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) and Secure Hash Algorithm 3 (SHA3-
256) for public/private keys, hashes and signatures. At the time
of registration, a registration request containing data, sig and
public key is sent to the cloud node as described in Algorithm
1. For a new user, the cloud node upon receiving the request
adds the user in the cloud database along with the public key,
the signed hash along with public key is sent to the Blockchain
node, the process is explained in Algorithm 1. The Blockchain
node Nodecon adds the user in latest block and returns the
block’s sequence number Nseq and a hash identifier to the
user. This sequence number and hash identifier will be later
used for authentication.

2) Authentication Module: Authentication is performed by
Nodedata, an existing user can request authentication by send-
ing an authentication request message. Algorithm 2 provides
details of authentication process, following are the main steps
of the process.

1) User sends keypu, blockid, blockseq and a message that
consists of hash of the data along with hash of public
key keypu, the message is signed with keypr

2) Nodedata calculates hash of provided keypu and com-
pares it with hash provided, if it matches, the public key
is valid

3) Assuring the authenticity of the authentication request
by validating the nonce. The nonce provided inside
the signed request and the one provided with request

Algorithm 1 Registration Request
1: procedure REQUEST(data, keypu, keypr )
2: hash← Hash(data+KEYpu)
3: sig ← EncryptKEYpr

(hash)
4: message← data, sig, keypu
5: result← Send(message)
6: return result

1: procedure REGISTER USER (message)
2: data, sig, keypu ← message
3: if exists(data) then
4: result← ErrorMessage
5: else
6: result← AddtoCloudDB(data, keypu)
7: result← AddtoBlockChain(sig, keypu)
8: return result

message should be both identical and valid. Identical
nonces will ensure integrity of the request, while, the
validity of the nonce is checked to counter replay attacks
on authentication requests.

4) Nodedata searches blockchain for hash of keypu if
found, retrieves respective data hash from blockchain.
It then compares two hashes and returns the result

The mechanism is efficient as it requires only single mes-
sage to be sent from the user, the elements required for forming
the authentication request message have already been provided
to the client from the Nodecon at the time of registration, the
only computation performed to form this message is to sign
with private key. On the other hand the authenticating fog-
blockchain node performs the following tasks in sequence
• Signature Verification: this is done by decrypting the user

data with the key provided, this also retrieves the user
data and hash of the public key

• Sender Identification: this is done by computing the hash
of the public key and comparing it with the hash of the
key retrieved if the two hashes are same it is verified
that the public key corresponds to the correct private
key, this also thwarts the replay attack attempt , now the
hash of the public key is searched using provided block
sequence number and block identification. If the user is
valid the blockchain will contain a record of the user in
the specified block, if a record exists it is verified that
sender is valid

• Authentication: step-3 outlined above
The total cost of computation involved can be represented

as cost = cost(E/D) + cost(S) + cost(H) + cost(C). Here
cost indicates computation cost of an operation, E, D, H,
C represents encryption, decryption, blockchain search, hash
calculation and value comparisons. Only a single decryption
operation is performed during the signature verification, where
the data to be verified is a fixed length hash, the cost of
this operation would be O(1). Blockchain search is performed
on a single block retrieved using the block sequence number
and block identity, the block data is stored in a hash table
using a Python dictionary so the search time is constant i.e.
O(1) and does not depend upon the size of the block, rest
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of the computation is constant and does not depend upon the
number length of the blockchain or any other parameter. So the
authentication method works with a constant cost irrespective
of number of users.

Algorithm 2 Blockchain based authentication
Input: Sig; the signed hash of public key and user data,
nonce; a time stamp, public and private keys ; generated
during registration phase, Sequence number; the sequence
number of the block in blockchain where the user hash was
stored

1: procedure REQAUTH(sig, keypu, keypr, Nseq, nonce )
2: temp← EncryptKEYpr

(sig, nonce,Nseq)
3: message← temp, keypu, nonce
4: result← Send(message) . to Regional main fog
5: return result

Input: Authentication request message
1: procedure AUTHENTICATE(message)
2: temp, keypu, nonce

′ ← message
3: sig, nonce,Nseq ← DecryptKEYpu

(temp)
4: if isInValid(nonce′, nonce) then
5: result← ErrorMessage
6: else
7: if isV alid(sig, keypu), Nseq then
8: result← SuccessMessage
9: else

10: result← ErrorMessage

11: return result

3) Consensus and Blockchain Updates: The Blockchain
used here achieves consensus by means of a special node
Ncon residing in Cloud Layer. All updates on the Blockchain
are performed by Ncon, these updates and new blocks are
then forwarded to other Blockchain nodes in the system. The
details of this process is as , upon successful registration
of a user the database node forwards (see Algorithm 1) its
public key and sig to the Ncon node which adds this to
the hash table of the latest incomplete block. These updates
are not immediately forwarded to other nodes until a fixed
number of updates Updatelimit has been made. As the update
limit approaches the latest block is sent to all the nodes in
the system and the update counter is reinitialized. If during
updates size of the block approaches to size limit Sizelimit
the block is immediately dispatched to other nodes and a
new block is started. The consensus node resides in the cloud
with the database node and it bears the pros and cons of any
cloud node. The consensus mechanism used here follows the
model of permissioned/private blockchain where the consensus
mechanism is handled by few authorized nodes, this approach
suits business organizations where collaborating parties have
common interest with partial trust and enforcement of business
agreements and policies is a key issue. Also permissioned
blockchain usually has custom requirements which are difficult
to achieve through permission less or public blockchain e.g.
secrecy of business data, client oriented responses, privacy,

security, efficiency etc. Hyperledger Fabric [58] is an exam-
ple of permissioned blockchain, it uses an Ordering Service
Node (OSN) to achieve consensus. The more common, public
blockchain such as Ehterium [59] and distributed consen-
sus mechanisms such as PoW may not suit the proposed
mechanism because these blockchains are designed to handle
situations where new data/transactions are generated by public
and chances of fraud/misuse are high therefore consensus
mechanisms has to make sure that only valid blocks/records
are added to the blockchain. In our case the source of new
data to the blockchain is the cloud database and a new record
becomes immediately available after user’s registration, as
only registration data is required for the authentication further
transactions from the user are not needed by the blockchain.
We consider it more efficient and feasible to directly added
blocks to the blockchain using authorized consensus node that
can directly gets updates from cloud database, if needed the
proposed system can be scaled up by adding further consensus
Ncon nodes.

Each time an update is received by Nodedata, the sequence
number of this arriving block is compared with last received
block’s sequence number. If the two sequence numbers are
same the old block is replaced by new one in the local
blockchain, the arriving block is simply added otherwise.
Algorithm 3 outlines the process of Blockchain construction.

Algorithm 3 Construct Blockchain
1: procedure ADDTOBLOCKCHAIN(sig, keypu)
2: block ← getBlock(latest))
3: block.tree← addNode(sig, keypu)
4: block.tableSize← block.tableSize+ 1
5: if block.tableSize == Sizelimit then
6: sendUpdate(allnodes)
7: startNewBlock()
8: else
9: if Updatelimit then

10: sendUpdate(allnodes)

11: hash← Hash(data+KEYpu)
12: blockId← block.id
13: return blockId+ hash

C. Vehicles
Vehicles within a fog region send status updates,

si(id, l, t, sp, dr, a). Where for each smart vehicle si, id is
the vehicle’s identifier, l is the current location of the vehicle,
t is the time the update was sent, sp is the speed at which the
vehicle is travelling, dr is the direction of travel and a is the
availability of the vehicle to accept ride requests.

D. Representation of Maps
Each fog, Fi models the map of its region as a directed

Graph, Gi(Vi, Ei) with roads represented by edges, Ei and
intersections as vertices, Vi. Two fogs, Fi, Fj are neighbours
when they share at least one edge (road) in common. Thus for
two neighbour fogs:

Ei ∩ Ej 6= ∅
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Fig. 5. Authentication and registration process, the working is explained
using different line styles for registration and authentication request, respective
responses, updates from blockchain consensus node and all other communi-
cations

Let Eij = {e1, e2 . . . en}, then fi ∈ Vj ∧ fj ∈ Vi. The edges
e1 . . . en are described with the last vertices they connect to
in the graph of a given node and the neighbour fog they lead
to. Thus, each fog represents its neighbours as vertices in its
graph.

For each edge in a fog region, the main fog computes the
estimated speed of travel by vehicles with equation 1.

Coste1 = 1− x̄(s1, s2, . . . sn)

Maxe1
(1)

where x̄(s1, s2, . . . sn) is the average travel speed of the
vehicles on e1 and Maxe1 is the maximum speed allowed on
e1. The speed at which vehicles are travelling on the edge
is received from vehicles travelling on it along with their
direction of travel. The cost of travelling in a given direction
is calculated by finding the average speed of vehicles traveling
on in the given direction, dividing by the speed limit of the
edge, and subtracting from one. Note that a cost of zero implies
that vehicles on the given edge are moving at the speed limit
which should imply the limited traffic. The computation may
be done by the main fog or by other fog nodes within the
region under its control such as RSUs or vehicles with fog
nodes on-board. Neighbours maintain connection with each
other and exchange maps to facilitate route finding across fog
regions.

E. Request Processing

Fogs receive ride requests from users for processing to
produce a match. A match is a paring of a driver and passenger
for a trip requested by the passenger. For a request to be
processed the user’s record must be in the record of recurrent
users of the fog node. If a requesting user is not a recurrent
user the fog sends a request to the cloud for the user’s record
before their ride request is be processed.

Algorithm 4 takes a ride request as input and processes it to
produce a match. The ride request is stored as r. If the user is

not a recurrent user the fog will request the user’s data from
the cloud. The array D[ ] are the drivers close to the pickup
location. σ is a minimum allowable distance a driver must be
from a passenger to be considered as a potential match.

Algorithm 4 Request Processing Algorithm
Require: Ride Request
Ensure: Match

1: if passenger is recurrent then
2: r ← request;
3: else
4: request passenger′s record from cloud;
5: if passenger has no account in cloud database then;
6: ask user to create an account;
7: create passenger’s account;
8: add passenger to recurrent users;
9: r ← request;

10: if there are available drivers close to pickup location then
11: D[]← drivers closest to passenger;
12: for d in D[] do
13: if distance(p, d) < σ then
14: send r to d;
15: if d accepts request then
16: create match;
17: notify passenger;
18: else
19: forward request to neighbour fog closest to passenger;

Once a user’s record is verified, the fog node searches for
drivers within a defined radius, do of the pickup location
specified in the request. The request is sent to all the drivers
within the defined radius who are available to fulfil the request.
The user is notified once a nearby driver accepts the request.
Where there is no driver nearby, the request is forwarded to
the neighbour fog closest to the user. The Request Processing
Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. The condition in the
expression 2 is used to locate nearby drivers.

2r arcsin

(√
sin2

(
φv−φu

2

)
+ cos(φu) cos(φv) sin2

(
θv−θu

2

))
≤ do (2)

where r is the radius of the earth, φv is the latitude of the
vehicle’s location, φu is the latitude of the user’s location, θv
is the longitude of the vehicle’s location, θu is the longitude
of the user’s location, do is a maximum distance from the user
or pickup location.

After a driver accepts a request, a match M(lo, to, idu, idv)
is made, where lo is the pickup location, to is pickup time,
idu is the passenger’s user id and idv is the vehicle id.

F. Route Recommendation

After a driver picks up a passenger, the fog node provides
recommendations on the best route to reach the destination of
the trip. Each main fog computes the weight/cost of travel on
each road using equation 1 (page 12). Fog nodes compute the
shortest/best route to a destination based on the weights using
Algorithm 5. Algorithm 5 is a variant of Djikstra’s Shortest
Path Algorithm to find the shortest path between two points.

In the algorithm the shortest distance from a given source
to a destination in graph G. Where Q is an instance of the
graph for the map of fog node running the computation. At
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Algorithm 5 Route Recommendation Algorithm
Require: Graph, source, destination
Ensure: Best route to destination, cost of best route to destination

1: for vertex v ∈ Q do
2: dist[v]←∞
3: prev[v]← NULL
4: add v to Q
5: dist[source]← 0
6: while destination ∈ Q do
7: u← vertex in Q with minimum distance, dist[u]
8: remove u from Q
9: for neighbour v of u do

10: alt← dist[u] + cost(u, v)
11: if alt < dist[v] then
12: dist[v]← alt
13: prev[v]← u

return dist[ ], prev[ ]

the start of the algorithm each vertex v is assigned a cost of
infinity from the source. The cost of travelling between two
vertices cost(u, v) is determined using equation 2.

G. Handover

To ensure constant connection with drivers and vehicles
during a trip, B5G-enabled fog nodes handover trips and users
to neighbour fogs as vehicles approach a neighbour fog. When
a vehicle’s current location is on an edge that is shared with
a neighbour fog, and the vehicle’s direction is towards the
neighbour fog, the fog node in the region the vehicle is leaving
sends data on the trip to the neighbour fog the vehicle is
entering. The process is show in Algorithm 6. The handover
is expected to be seamless to the moving vehicle due to the
high communication speeds, and minimal latency provided by
B5G.

Algorithm 6 takes the location of the vehicle s and its
direction of travel. If the s is located on an edge which is
shared with another fog and the direction of travel is towards
the other fog, the vehicle is handed over to the neighbour fog.
Otherwise, its location is updated.

Algorithm 6 Handover Algorithm
1: if (s.location is on an edge in Eij) ∧

(direction is towards vertex Fj) then
2: send trip, user and vehicle data to Fj

3: remove user from recurrent users;
4: remove vehicle from vehicles
5: else
6: update location

H. Typical Scenario

This section describes a typical scenario from the receipt
of a ride request from a rider to the rider arriving at their
desired destination, as shown in Figure 6. A user, u1 within
B5G-enabled fog region F1 wants a ride from their current
position, point B1 to location D2 in B5G-enabled fog region
F2. u1 sends a request to the main fog node in its current
location, f1. f1 after receiving the request first checks if u1
has a record in its recurrent users list. If u1 is not a recurrent

Fig. 6. A typical scenario

user, the B5G-enabled fog node sends a request to the cloud
database to obtain a copy of the user’s record. Once the user’s
record is in the recurrent users list the request is processed.

The first stage in the request processing is to find drivers
who are close to the pickup location. Hence, the user’s request
will be sent through the B5G network to all drivers who are
close to the pick up location and free to go. Drivers may
accept or reject a request. When the B5G-enabled fog node
receives the responses from drivers, the driver who can reach
the pickup location quickest (based on the cost from their
location to the pickup location) is selected and a match is
made. Alternatively, the B5G-enabled fog node may send the
list of drivers to the user using the B5G network. In this case
the user selects their preferred driver based on information
provided them, such as, the type of vehicle, how quickly they
can reach the pickup location and the rating of the driver.
Once a match is made the chosen driver and the passenger are
notified. This notification is expected to reach with minimal
latency, due to the communication speed provided by the B5G
network. The driver proceeds to the pickup location to pick
up the passenger. The scenario is also shown in the sequence
diagram in Figure 7.

In this example, the destination of the trip is located in
another B5G-enabled fog region. In this scenario the originat-
ing fog knows the destination because the other fog region
is within its neighbour region. The two fogs are neighbours
because they share four edges, and thus exchange information
regularly. At the start of the trip, the originating fog node sends
a request to the neighbour with the destination for the best
route from its exit to the destination of the request utilizing
the B5G network. f2 replies with edge F1E2 (note that fog
region F1 is a vertex in the graph of F2 and vice versa,
although they each maintain a list of all locations within the
other). f1 then computes the shortest distance from the pickup
location (B1) to D1F2. The route for the shortest distance is
provided to the driver before the journey begins.

While on the trip, regular updates are sent to the B5G-
enabled fog node. When the vehicle reaches the edge D1F2,
B5G-enabled fog f1 utilizes the B5G network to forward
information on the trip (the user, the vehicle and the driver) to
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Fig. 7. Sequence diagram of a typical scenario

the neighbour B5G-enabled fog f2 (Algorithm 6) and notifies
the driver and rider of the handover. Fog f1 then removes the
user from its list of recurrent users. From this point fog f2
takes over the trip and sends the shortest path from E2 to
D2 to the driver. Once the vehicle arrives at D2 the trip is
completed.

In Algorithm 7, Qi is the map/graph of fog region Fi.

Algorithm 7 Destination Query Algorithm
1: if destination ∈ Qi then
2: run Algorithm 5 to determine shortest path to destination;
3: else if destination ∈ Qj then
4: request best entry point from neighbour;
5: run Algorithm 5 using best route to neighbour as destination;
6: else
7: send request to cloud to locate the destination;

It is important to note that in a real-world application other
components are necessary. Modules such as billing and system
security are not considered here because they are beyond
the scope of this project. However, they can be included in
such a system as shown in other work [23]. Also, a more
complex scenario than the above may arise. For instance a
passenger’s destination may be within a fog region which is
not a neighbour of their current fog region. In such a scenario,
the fog node contacts all of its neighbours using the B5G
network to search for the location from the locations of their
neighbours. If the location is not found the fog node forwards
the request to the cloud. This process is shown in Algorithm
7.

V. SIMULATION SETUP

According to our knowledge and literature, there is no single
simulator that allows building custom blockchain scenarios
along with B5G, IoT, cloud, and Fog Computing components.
Most of the recent work related to B5G, integrated with

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Hashing Algorithm SHA3-256
Digital Signature Algorithm ECDSA
Step Size 25
Number of passes 100
Total Registered Clients 2475
Total Authentication Requests 123750

Blockchain and AI, are tested and evaluated in a limited
customized environment. Thereby, to evaluate the proposed
authentication mechanism, we implemented a custom version
of blockchain on top of an open source blockchain developed
in Python. The customized version is added in a Python flask
application to support HTTP requests, the application supports
API calls to (a) add new transaction, which in our case is client
registration request (b) create new block, which in our case is
done by the cloud-blockchain node (c) authenticate, which is
used by clients to send authentication request over HTTP (d)
chain, to view the entire blockchain in a browser as JSON
object.

To evaluate the proposed mechanism, we measured the time
it took in authenticating clients. In a single pass we attempted
to authenticate all the clients registered in the system. We
started by authenticating few registered clients and increased
the number of clients after each pass. For example initially
there were x registered clients, we authenticated all of them
and then added y more clients and started again with updated
blockchain of size (x + y). A total of 100 passes were
created, the size was varied by a fixed value or step size, for
each pass we measured the minimum, maximum and mean
authentication time along with standard deviation. Table IV
provides the details of various algorithms used, the number of
registered client and total authentication requests handled by
the system.

The passenger application is simulated to evaluate the
proposed framework. The simulation is run for two scenarios.
In the first scenario all processing is done in the cloud -
fog nodes (gateways) do not carry out any processing. In the
second scenario, processing modules are placed in fog nodes
as proposed in the framework. The simulations are run using
iFogSim [60]. To evaluate the proposed framework, sections
of it are modelled as applications in iFogSim. The system
is evaluated for latency (delay), network usage and energy
consumption of devices in the system. Both scenarios use the
same physical topology, as shown in Figure 8.

The mobile application has 3 modules, the client module,
control module and the matching as shown in Figure 9. In the
simluation setup we assume that all users within the fog region
are regular users and thus fog nodes do not interact with the
cloud database for the fog-only mode. Future investigations
will look into the effect of using the cloud database. A user
enters details of their ride request using an application on their
smartphone (the client module). The user’s input and output
devices are modelled as sensors and actuators respectively
in iFogSim. The client module pre-processes the request and
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Fig. 8. Simulation topology

forwards it to the router or gateway device. The Fog Controller
Module serves an interface between the fog device/gateway
and the user devices. It receives user requests, extracts the
appropriate input information and passes the request to the
Matching module. The Matching Module runs Algorithm 4
and returns a match for the request. To model situation where
users’ requests are sent to the cloud or neighbour fogs the
relationship between the ride request tuple and the input tuple
entering and leaving the Controller Module respectively is
set as a fractional selectivity of 0.6. This implies that only
60% of requests are forwarded to the Matching module in the
simulation.

Two simulation modes are run. In the first scenario the gate-
way routes the request to the cloud/data centre for processing.
In the second scenario the request is processed by the gateway
device and the proxy-server – it is not forwarded to the cloud
server. iFogSim provides two module placement strategies that
make this possible: cloud-only placement module and edge-
ward placement module. In the simulations, cloud placement
module is used for cloud based processing of users’ requests
and edge-ward placement is used for processing by devices at
the edge of the network. In cloud-only placement all modules
of the application are placed in the cloud data centre. All
user requests are sent to the cloud, processed and the results
sent back to the user (actuator). With edge-ward placement
iFogSim attempts to place modules as close as possible to the
user depending on the availability of processing power on edge
devices. When a device has limited resources for a module,
the module is placed on the next available edge device.

To compare the performance of the system for cloud-based
or fog-based scenarios the application loop delay, network
usage and energy consumption of devices is measured for a
setup with 1 cloud data centre, 1 proxy, 2 gateways and varying
number of mobile devices connected to a gateway from 2 to
20 users.

Fig. 9. Model for ride request application

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the results from the simulations described
above are presented and discussed. Four metrics were con-
sidered during the simulations. They are authentication delay,
application delay, network usage and energy consumption of
devices. For each metric we compare the performance for the
cloud-based approach to the fog-based approach. The results
are also compared to results obtained by other researchers in
previous related work.

A. Authentication Efficiency

Figure 11 shows the mean authentication time at different
blockchain sizes for 100 passes. The time is measured in
milliseconds while the blockchain size is taken as number of
registered clients. The initial spike in the plot is due to the
fact that the blockchain authentication related data structures
are initialized when the first authentication request is received,
the small variations along the trend line are due to the delay
caused by creation of new blocks. The trend line indicates that
the performance doesn’t fluctuate due to increase in size of the
blockchain consequently increased number of authentication
requests, Table V provides the results of experiments. In each

Fig. 10. Authentication Time

experiment a total of 100 passes with different blockchain
size and number of authentication requests processed were
carried out. Figure 13 shows the change in blockchain size
and number of cumulative authentication requests processed
till then for each pass. With each pass 25 more clients are
registered and then all the clients are authenticated to calculate
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the authentication time after this update. In 100 passes a total
of 2500 clients were registered (indicated by red line), the blue
line shows sum of all authentication requests for each pass.
Experimental data shows that proposed authentication is not
affected by the change in size of the blockchain and number
of authentication requests. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the
performance of proposed mechanism. The plot in Figure 11 is
generated using mean authentication time measured at various
loads as described in Section IV, the histogram in Figure 10
indicates that authentication time of majority of the requests
range between 04 to 08 ms, where as the number of times
authentication requests took more than 09 ms is negligible.
While Table IV shows the parameters for the experiments,
Table V shows the min, max, mean, and standard deviation,
of the authentication time for various experiments.

Fig. 11. Performance of proposed authentication mechanism

Fig. 12. Performance comparison of our proposed mechanism with Wang et
al. [61] and Dorri et al. [62] details provided in Table V

We compare our proposed blockchain based authentication
scheme with similar existing approaches. Table VI outlines
the features and parameters of these approaches, which are
common to our work along with the performance comparison.
The following paragraphs discuss and compare each of these

Fig. 13. A step-wise increase in size of the blockchain with each pass for 100
passes and sum of authentication requests handled by the system till up-to
each pass

TABLE V
EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Experiment Min Max Mean Div
1 5.92 8.10 6.14 0.2218
2 5.85 7.77 6.19 0.2219
3 5.88 8.15 6.15 0.2587
Combined 5.85 8.38 6.09 0.2924

approaches with our work. The work presented in [61] has
many common attributes to our work. In [61], the authentica-
tion cost or authentication time increases with the increase in
the size of the blockchain. Similarly the authentication time
of proposed mechanism in [62] which uses a light weight
blockchain [64], increases with blockchain size, this is due to
the use of a decentralized consensus mechanism and special
nodes called Overlay Block Managers (OBMs) that execute
the consensus mechanism. As the network grows, the number
of OBMs increases and leads to increased communication for
developing a consensus about the validity of the credential
presented by a client. In our case, the consensus mechanism
is centralized and is controlled by a special node called
Consensus Node, which resides with the cloud node and
broadcasts updates to all data nodes. Also, our approach uses
a blockhain lookup for authentication rather than developing
a consensus which is very time consuming in comparison to
the lookup operation.

A similar concept of using blockchain for authenticating IoT
devices is also proposed by [44]. It presents a proof of concept
of using blockchain on an experimental IoT setup that supports
and validates our idea of using blockchain for authenticating
clients. [63] provides a way to not only authenticate, but also
to control the access to IoT devices using a permissioned
blockchain. The work is similar to our approach except that the
blocks are added by means of developing a consensus (PBFT)
algorithm. To compare our work with [63] it is important to
understand that both use custom implementation of blockchain
in different programming languages - also, the code execution
environments are not the same. The verification process in this
work takes a minimum of 28 ms, maximum 40 ms, and on
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Feature [61] [62] [44] [63] Our
Blockchain Ehtereum Custom Hyperledger Fabric Hyperledger Fabric Custom
Digital Signature Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Consensus Decentralized Decentralized Decentralized Decentralized Centralized
Cryptography PKI PKI PKI PKI PKI
Application IoV IoV IoT Smart Factory Transport System
Cloud Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fog No No No No Yes
Evaluation Simulator (Venis) Simulator Hardware Custom Implementation (

JUICE, Solidity, Java)
Custom Implementation
(Python, Flask)

Performance Authentication
delay increases
with increase in
blockchain size

Authentication
delay increases
with increase in
blockchain size

Only validates the concepts
of blockchain based authen-
tication

Authentication Delay
Min=28ms, Max=40ms,
Avg=33ms

Authentication time
independent of blockchain
size. Authentication delay
Min=5.85, Max=8.38,
Avg=6.09

the average is 33 ms.
Figure 11 shows that in both of the compared works the cost

of authentication in terms of time increases with blockchain
size, this is due to the decentralized consensus mechanisms
whereas in proposed mechanism the authentication cost does
not varies with size of the blockchain this indicates that
the proposed system is scalable and more efficient. Though,
there are differences in implementations and cryptographic
algorithms yet it is very exciting that our implementation
provides much smaller authentication delays.

B. Application delay

A major goal of moving the processing and storage from the
cloud to the network edge is to reduce the time end devices
have to wait for a response after they send input for processing.
TNC applications require quick response to user request to
maintain high user satisfaction. The complete application delay
was measured by measuring the delay of the application loop
from the user input to client, control module, matching module
and back to control module. Simulation results (Figure 14)
show a big difference between the application latency for
running the user request application in the cloud and on fog
nodes. The result is also consistent with similar comparisons
made for other applications in other research [65]. Compared
to the delay from a cloud-based approach the delay from the
fog-based approach is negligible. The cloud datacentre is a
major bottleneck in the cloud-based implementation as all the
requests from users are sent to it. Consequently, as the numbers
of users grow the performance is affected and thus user-
experience is impacted. On the other hand, the simulations in
this project were done for up to 40 end users. Further studies
may be needed to show the behaviour of the system for much
larger number of users.

C. Network Usage

Figure 15 shows the network use of the application for both
cloud and fog approaches. As the number of users increases
the amount of data used by the system increases linearly
for both approaches. The results show a consistent difference
between the cloud and fog network use. This result diverges

Fig. 14. Application Delay

Fig. 15. Network Use/Number of Connected Devices

from results from other studies such as [60] where fog-based
deployment show a much slower growth. The difference may
be as a result of the use of a gateway/proxy between fog
regions and the cloud. The Gateway device aggregates requests
to the cloud and thus reduce the overhead network capacity
required for a collection of requests. In a highly distributed
system the network usage for cloud deployment would be
significantly higher.
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Fig. 16. Energy Consumption

D. Energy Consumption

Figure 16 shows the energy consumption of the different
groups of devices in the simulation for the two modes of
deployment. The figure shows energy consumed when running
40 user devices (smartphones). The total energy for mobile
devices remains constant. This is because mobile devices run
the client module in both cases. Energy consumed by fog
nodes reduced in the cloud deployment because fog nodes
carry out only networking functions in the cloud mode. Also,
the gateway energy increases in cloud mode compared to
fog mode because when running in the fog nodes gateways
do not forward network traffic to the cloud. Moreover, it is
observed that energy consumption of the cloud increases with
the change in approach. A further observation is the significant
energy consumption of the cloud under fog deployment. This
is unexpected since no data is sent to the cloud when the
system is run on fog devices. However the consumption is
due to the idle state power use which is significantly higher for
the cloud. The results show that processing in the fog devices
cost significantly less energy than processing in the cloud, for
the same application. Given that any framework that needs
less energy, processing and memory is considered to be light,
hence, this obviously proves that the proposed framework is
lightweight.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A major challenge for TNCs is to guarantee user satisfaction
by ensuring prompt response to requests. Although they pro-
vide an effective means of transportation in urban areas, some
studies suggest that TNCs may be contributing to the wors-
ening case of traffic jams in cities. Furthermore, the reliance
solely on GPS for location information and the use of cloud-
based servers to process data present challenges of latency and
location-awareness in such systems. On the other hand, Fog
Computing and blockchain, as a complement to Cloud Com-
puting provides tremendous opportunity for improving latency,
location-awareness and scalability for transport applications.
Along with advances in vehicular sensors and networking,
Fog and blockchain present opportunity to meet requirements
which have been impossible to meet in current systems. The
main purpose of this work is to rely on the future technologies
of 5G and B5G that integrate with FL, blockchain, and edge

computing to present a conceptual model of a futuristic smart
transportation system. The proposed framework combines as-
pects of Intelligent Transportation with the operation model
of Transportation Companies. The framework was based on a
three-layer architecture with a cloud layer, fog layer consisting
of fog nodes organized into areas/regions, and end devices
such as mobile phones and smart vehicles. A blockchain-
based decentralized mechanism was included to authenticate
fog nodes and smart vehicles in order to allow only legitimate
entities to communicate with the proposed framework. The
framework also included algorithms for matching passengers
with drivers, handing over passengers moving from one fog
region to another and determine the best route to reach a given
destination. Furthermore, the project proposed an approach for
determining the level of traffic congestion on a given road
using travel speeds of vehicles on the road. The proposed
system covers most of the ITS and fog-based ITS mentioned
in Table I.

In addition to the above, this paper also presented partial
comparison of the proposed approach to a cloud approach
using simulations. The simulations were to compare perfor-
mance of the two approaches in terms of network usage,
energy consumption and application delay. The ride request
application was used in the simulations, using the iFogSim
simulator. The results of the simulation showed better per-
formance of a fog-based approach compared to cloud-based
approach, particularly for application delay. The results were
consistent with some other work done by other researchers in
some cases. However, further evaluation would be required to
confirm the conclusions as some as simulations were based
on a specific scenario and topology and included a limited
number of devices.

As mentioned above, simulations and resulting comparisons
were done based on network usage, energy consumption and
application delay. Hence, further evaluation of the proposed
framework can be conducted to further establish its efficiency
in comparison to existing and other proposed approaches.
Additionally, the FL model for smart transportation presented
will be enhanced and evaluated. The use of FL transportation
present several other application use cases which must be in-
vestigated further. Moreover, the impact of the communication
overhead from interactions between fog nodes and the cloud
was not considered in this study and will be considered in
the future. Another aspect of evaluation can be done for the
impact of mobility on the system performance which was not
possible in our implementation. Evaluations can also be done
using real life data sets, similar to what was done in a few
other studies.
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